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The economic crisis has not had any noticeable effect on the peak-level associational ‘landscape’: the landscape 
has remained densely organised. The six peak social partner associations are still in place and are respected 
parties in consultation. These national organisations have an advisory role in collective labour framework 
agreements and offer indications for wage development – via the bipartite Labour Foundation, the STAR. 
Consultation by the authorities is further guaranteed through the tripartite Social Economic Council, the SER.

The relationship with the government has in recent years become more difficult.Collective bargaining 
negotiations have also become tenser. That said, around 80% of all employees are covered by a collective 
agreement. These agreements are concluded by the unions and employer associations affiliated to the six 
national peak organisations. While around 90% of employers are organised by one of the three national employer 
organisations, employee federations organise at present around 20% of employees.

1. Cross-sector collective agreements

1.1. Are employees in your country covered by cross-sector collective bargaining 
conducted by peak-level social partner organisations, including economy-wide 
(covering all sectors), inter-sector (covering two or more sectors but not all) or 
occupational (across several sectors) bargaining?

In principle the peak level social partner organisations play an advising role in collective labour framework 
agreements and advice on wage development; they are not responsible for actual collective bargaining. The 
respondents of employer associations VNO-NCW and MKB-Nederland put it as follows: the national level 
facilitates the sectoral – bargaining – level, but does not actually negotiate collective agreements. For example 
mid-term goals are identified in the draft for labour conditions. In this national social agreement an indication is 
given on wage development, to be negotiated at sectoral level. The pension agreement of the national social 
partner associations in the Labour Foundation, the STAR (NL1112029I) serves as an example (wee further 
question 2.)

In addition, and in fact, some of the national, peak organisations are involved in collective bargaining at national, 
inter-sectoral level. The Dutch Trade Union Federation, the FNV is involved in the collective agreement for 
temporary agency workers, the so-called ABU collective agreement covering 600,000 employees. However this 
central involvement takes place in the context of broader, important topics such as the flexibilisation of labour 
relations. The Christian Trade Union Federation, the CNV is involved in an inter-sectoral agreement covering 
pension funding and covering vocational training funding in agriculture and horticulture.

1.2. If yes, please indicate whether cross-sector collective bargaining takes place at:

-National level

National and cross-sector collective bargaining apply, but are exceptional (see 1.1.).
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1.3. If yes, please consider the five most relevant* cross-sector collective agreements 
valid in 2011 (or most recent data) and indicate their type (economy-wide, inter-sector, 
occupational), the name of the agreements and their duration, the geographical scope 
(national/territorial), the sectors, occupations and types of undertakings (e.g. only 
SME) covered by the agreements, the bargaining parties to the agreements and the 
numbers of employees covered (also estimate)

2. Formulation and implementation of cross-industry public policies

2.1. Do bipartite or tripartite statutory bodies dealing with labour market and industrial 
relations regulation at cross-sector level exist? If yes, please indicate their main 
domain of activity (for instance, health and safety, equal opportunities, labour market, 
social security and pensions etc.) and the interest organisations having representatives 
in them:

Table 1: Cross-sector public policies*

Name of the body and scope of activity Bipartite/tripartite
Trade unions (union 

confederations) having 
representatives (reps)

Employer 
associations 
having reps

Social Economic Council, Sociaal-
Economische Raad, SER advises 
government, supervises community 
boards; co-governance and promoting 
businesses

tripartite
FNV, CNV, MHP,

Union ZZPers

VNO-NCW, MKB-
Nederland,

LTO-Nederland, 
Platform ZZPers

Central Labour Foundation, Stichting van 
de Arbeid, STAR consultation between 
employers and employees on a daily basis;

Recommendations to businesses; bi-
annual consultation with government

bipartite (not statutory) FNV, CNV, MHP

VNO-NCW, MKB-
Nederland,

LTO-Nederland

* Cross-sector policies target and affect (major part of) the national economy.

3. The peak-level associations on the labour and employer side

This section includes the following cross-sector, peak-level trade union confederations and cross-sector, peak-
level employer organisations:

(i) cross-sector, peak-level trade union confederations which are directly or indirectly (via their member unions) 
party to cross-sector collective bargaining/collective employment regulation OR directly involved in bipartite or 
tripartite consultation in labour market and industrial relations regulation at cross-sector level

(ii) cross-sector, peak-level trade union confederations which are a member of at least one of the cross-sector 
European Union Federations (i.e. the European Trade Union Confederation – ETUC; Eurocadres; and the 
European Confederation of Executives and Managerial Staff – CEC)



(iii) cross-sector, peak-level employer organisations which are directly or indirectly (via their member 
associations) a party to cross-sector collective bargaining/collective employment regulation OR directly involved 
in bipartite or tripartite consultation in labour market and industrial relations regulation at cross-sector level

(iv) cross-sector, peak-level employer organisations which are a member of at least one of the cross-sector 
European Employer/Business Federations (i.e.BUSINESSEUROPE; the European Centre of Employers and 
Enterprises providing Public Services – CEEP; and the European Association of Craft and Small and Medium-
Sized Enterprises – UEAPME)

3a Overview of the Industrial relations landscape in the economy

The economic crisis has not had any noticeable effect on the peak-level associational ‘landscape’; the landscape 
has remained densely organised. The six peak social partner associations are still in place and play a role in 
collective labour framework agreements. Furthermore, they are respected parties in consultation. There has been 
more cooperation organised at employer side – VNO-NCW and MKB-Nederland - but this has not happened as a 
direct result of the crisis. Membership structure at employee side is changing but not as a direct outcome of the 
economic crisis .

3b Data on the cross-sector, peak-level trade union confederations

Table 2: Trade union confederation fact sheet: Dutch Trade Union Federation (FNV; Federatie Nederlandse 
Vakbeweging)

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover 
the entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
occupations among both blue-collar workers and white-collar workers?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
forms and size classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, 
private ownership, multinationals, domestic companies, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the union confederation

Is the union confederation directly or indirectly (via its member unions) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

Yes, indirectly

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), inter-sector 
(covering two or more sectors but not all) or occupational (across several 
sectors) bargaining?

Economy-wide/Inter-sector

If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or regional/territorial 
(covering only certain regions or geographical areas) bargaining?

National

If No. Is the union confederation engaged in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

No, in the SER and the STAR the 
organisation is involved in advice and 
recommendations.



Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union confederation being directly consulted by the authorities in 
matters of cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…
Within established tripartite structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
union confederation…?

… on a regular basis

Members

How many lower-level trade union organisations are affiliated to the trade 
union confederation?

1 January 2012: 19 unions

How many active members in employment does the union confederation 
have in total (directly or indirectly via its member unions)?

1 January 2012: 1,367,848

Please indicate/ estimate the union confederation’s density in terms of 
active members.

In NL no distinction between 
active/inactive in administration unions.

About 20% in total

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the union confederation affiliated? ITUC

To which European-level organisations is the union confederation 
affiliated?

ETUC

Source of information

Trade union official

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne 
Grunell

Table 3: Trade union confederation fact sheet: Christian Trade Union Federation (CNV; Christelijk Nationaal 
Vakverbond)

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover 
the entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
occupations among both blue-collar workers and white-collar workers?

Yes



According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
forms and size classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, 
private ownership, multinationals, domestic companies, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially cover all 
regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the union confederation

Is the union confederation directly or indirectly (via its member unions) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

Yes, indirectly

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), inter-sector 
(covering two or more sectors but not all) or occupational (across several 
sectors) bargaining?

Economy-wide/inter-sector

If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or regional/territorial 
(covering only certain regions or geographical areas) bargaining?

National

If No. Is the union confederation engaged in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

No, in the SER and the STAR the 
organisation is involved in advice and 
recommendations.

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union confederation directly consulted by the authorities in matters 
of cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…

Within established tripartite (and bipartite) 
structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
union confederation…?

… on a regular basis

Members

How many lower-level trade union organisations are affiliated to the trade 
union confederation?

1 January 2012: 8 unions

How many active members in employment does the union confederation 
have in total (directly or indirectly via its member unions)?

338,047 members on 1 January 2012; this 
number includes non active members

Please indicate/ estimate the union confederation’s density in terms of 
active members.

Union (federations) do not make this 
distinction in their administration



Affiliations

To which international organisations is the union confederation affiliated? ITUC

To which European-level organisations is the union confederation 
affiliated?

ETUC; EZA; ESA;

Source of information

Union official

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne 
Grunell

Table 4: Trade union confederation fact sheet: Union for Middle and Higher Personnel (MHP/De Unie; 
Middelbaar en Hoger personeel/De Unie)

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially 
cover the entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially 
cover all occupations among both blue-collar workers and white-
collar workers?

Yes; although there is a distinction between the 
principle of open access of the union and the name 
of the union – for middle and higher personnel.

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially 
cover all forms and size classes of enterprises (for instance: 
public ownership, private ownership, multinationals, domestic 
companies, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union confederation potentially 
cover all regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the union confederation

Is the union confederation directly or indirectly (via its member 
unions) engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

Yes, indirectly

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), 
inter-sector (covering two or more sectors but not all) or 
occupational (across several sectors) bargaining?

Economy-wide/Inter-sector/Occupational

If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or 
regional/territorial (covering only certain regions or geographical 
areas) bargaining?

National

If No. Is the union confederation engaged in cross-sector 
collective employment regulation (see briefing note for 
explanation)?

No, in the SER and the STAR the organisation is 
involved in advice and recommendations.



Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union confederation directly consulted by the authorities in 
matters of cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…
Within established tripartite structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance 
involve this union confederation…?

… on a regular basis

Members

How many lower-level trade union organisations are affiliated to 
the trade union confederation?

4 unions

How many active members in employment does the union 
confederation have in total (directly or indirectly via its member 
unions)?

1 January 2012: 125,000 in total

Please indicate/ estimate the union confederation’s density in 
terms of active members.

Union (federations) do not make this distinction in 
their administration

Affiliations

To which European-level organisations is the union 
confederation affiliated?

ETUC, Eurocadres

Source of information
Union official

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Factsheet information on membership ETUC and Eurocadres

The three union federations are all formal member of ETUC and Eurocadres.

FNV and CNV are active, participating member of ETUC and MHP is active member of Eurocadres, representing 
the other two union federations of FNV and of CNV.

Thus:

ETUC membership:

FNV (active), CNV (active), MHP (formal member);

Eurocadres membership:

MHP (active member), FNV (formal member), CNV (formal member)

3c Data on the cross-sector, peak-level employer associations



Table 5: Employer organisation fact sheet: Dutch Association of Christian Employers (VNO-NCW; Vereniging van 
Nederlandse Ondernemingen – Nederlande Christelijk Werkgeversverbond)

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover the 
entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations) all (legal) forms and size 
classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, private ownership, 
multinationals, domestic companies, cooperatives, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
companies in all regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation directly or indirectly (via its member associations) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

No

If No. Is the employer organisation involved in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

No, in the SER and the STAR the 
organisation is involved in advice and 
recommendations.

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation directly consulted by the authorities in matters of 
cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…
Within established tripartite structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
employer organisation …?

on a regular basis

Members

The members of the employer organisation are… (multiple responses are 
possible)

Sectoral federations;

Companies (many)

How many member companies does the employer organisation have in total 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations)?

In 2013:

115,000 member companies (incl. 
around 160 branch associations)

How many employees work in these member companies in total? About 4.3 million employees



Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
companies.

90% of companies in the market sector

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
employees employed by member companies.

90% of employment in market sector

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? -

To which European-level organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? BusinessEurope

Source of information

Organisation official

EIRO national correspondent: 
Marianne Grunell

Table 6: Employer organisation fact sheet: SME’s-Netherlands (MKB-Nederland)

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover the 
entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations) all (legal) forms and size 
classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, private ownership, 
multinationals, domestic companies, cooperatives, SMEs, etc.)?

No, in particular SME’s

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
companies in all regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation directly or indirectly (via its member associations) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

Yes, indirectly

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), inter-sector 
(covering two or more sectors but not all) or occupational (across several 
sectors) bargaining?

Economy-wide or Inter-sector

If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or regional/territorial 
(covering only certain regions or geographical areas) bargaining?

National

If No. Is the employer organisation involved in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

Yes



Type of membership
Voluntary, private membership by 
individual members and branch 
organisations

Is the employer organisation directly consulted by the authorities in matters of 
cross-sector significance?

No, in the SER and the STAR the 
organisation is involved in advice and 
recommendations.

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…

Within established tripartite and 
bipartite structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
employer organisation …?

… on a regular basis

Members

The members of the employer organisation are… (multiple responses are 
possible)

1 January 2012

120 sectoral or branch federations

250 regional/territorial federations 
(retail in regional organisations)

In total 150,000 companies

How many member companies does the employer organisation have in total 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations)?

1 January 2012

150,000 member companies

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
companies.

80% of the employers

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
employees employed by member companies.

N.A.

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? UEAPME

To which European-level organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? UEAPME

Source of information

Organisation official

EIRO national correspondent: 
Marianne Grunell

3c Data on the cross-sector, peak-level employer associations



Table 7: Employer organisation fact sheet: Association of Agri- and Horticulture – Netherlands (LTO-Nederland; 
Land en Tuinbouworganisatie Nederland)

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover the 
entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

No: domain is agriculture and 
horticulture

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations) all (legal) forms and size 
classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, private ownership, 
multinationals, domestic companies, cooperatives, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
companies in all regions of your country?

Yes

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation directly or indirectly (via its member associations) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

Yes

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), inter-sector 
(covering two or more sectors but not all) or occupational (across several 
sectors) bargaining?

Inter-sector

If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or regional/territorial 
(covering only certain regions or geographical areas) bargaining?

National

If No. Is the employer organisation involved in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

No, in the SER and the STAR the 
organisation is involved in advice and 
recommendations.

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation directly consulted by the authorities in matters of 
cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…
Within established tripartite structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
employer organisation …?

… on a regular basis

Members

The members of the employer organisation are… (multiple responses are 
possible)

Regional/Territorial federations



How many member companies does the employer organisation have in total 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations)?

At 1 January 2012:

the three regional federations had in 
total 29,166 members (= LTO-
Nederland)

How many employees work in these member companies in total? 55,000 employees

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
companies.

51%

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
employees employed by member companies.

63%

Affiliations

To which European-level organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? Cedefop, Capa Cogena

Source of information

Organisation official

EIRO national correspondent: 
Marianne Grunell

Table 8: Employer organisation fact sheet: Association of Dutch Municipalities (VNG; Vereniging Nederlandse 
Gemeenten)

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover the 
entire economy (in terms of sectors)?

No, VNG covers all municipalities 
and 100 related organisations

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations) all (legal) forms and size 
classes of enterprises (for instance: public ownership, private ownership, 
multinationals, domestic companies, cooperatives, SMEs, etc.)?

Yes, small and larger municipalities 
and related organisations are 
covered (except 4 big cities)

According to its domain, does the employer organisation potentially cover 
companies in all regions of your country?

Yes, read for companies cities and 
related organisations through the 
country

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation directly or indirectly (via its member associations) 
engaged in cross-sector collective bargaining?

No, only local government

If Yes. Is this a form of economy-wide (covering all sectors), inter-sector 
(covering two or more sectors but not all) or occupational (across several 
sectors) bargaining?

No, local government



If Yes. Is this a form of national (covering all regions) or regional/territorial 
(covering only certain regions or geographical areas) bargaining?

Yes, national (except four big cities)

If No. Is the employer organisation involved in cross-sector collective 
employment regulation (see briefing note for explanation)?

No

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation directly consulted by the authorities in matters of 
cross-sector significance?

Yes

If Yes. Is the consultation carried out…

Within established tripartite 
structures

Unilaterally

If Yes. Do consultations in matters of cross-sector significance involve this 
employer organisation …?

on a regular basis

Members

The members of the employer organisation are… (multiple responses are 
possible)

VNG members are municipalities 
and related (member) organisations

How many member companies does the employer organisation have in total 
(directly or indirectly via its member associations)?

Members in 2012:

408 municipalities and 100 related 
(member) organisations

How many employees work in these member companies in total?
In 2012:

170,000 employees

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
companies.

In local government about 90% is 
estimated (500 member cities and 
100 related organisations)

Please indicate/ estimate the employer organisation’s density in terms of 
employees employed by member companies.

80% of employment in local 
government, is estimated (large 
cities are no member)

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? -

To which European-level organisations is the employer organisation affiliated? CEMR; CEEP



Source of information

Organisation official

EIRO national correspondent: 
Marianne Grunell

4. Inter-associational relationships

4a Inter-union relationships

4a.1 Please list all trade union confederations covered by this study whose domains overlap.

FNV, CNV and partly MHP.

4a.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the trade union confederations, concerning the right to 
conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation and implementation?

No.

4a.3 If yes, are certain trade union confederations excluded from these rights?

No.

4b Inter-employer association relationships

4b.1 Please list all employer associations covered by this study whose domains overlap.

The three organisations VNO-NCW, MKB-Nederland and LTO-Nederland – partly overlap.

4b.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the employer associations, concerning the right to 
conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation and implementation?

No, on the contrary the organisations co-operate.

4b.3 If yes, are certain employer associations excluded from these rights?

No.

4b.4 Are there cross-sector employer associations which refuse to recognise the trade unions and 
refuse to enter collective bargaining?

No, not in the case of cross-sector and sectoral employer associations. (In multi-national, in particular in 
American and Asian multinational companies, unions are sometimes not recognised, according to our FNV-
respondent.)

5. The system of collective bargaining

Information for question 5 is delivered by the General Employers Association, the AWVN, which has on behalf of 
employers a supportive role in collective bargaining. (Although the AWVN statistic covers the year 2008, the 
situation is roughly unchanged and has been stable in recent years.)

5.1.a Estimate the national economy’s rate of collective bargaining coverage (i.e. the 
ratio of the number of employees covered by any kind of collective agreement to the 
total number of employees in the economy).

Of all employees 80% are covered by some kind of collective agreement.



5.1.b Estimate the national economy’s rate of collective bargaining coverage 
adjusted for those parts of the economy which are excluded from the right to collective 
bargaining (i.e. the ratio of the number of employees covered by any kind of collective 
agreement to the total number of employees in the economy minus those excluded 
from the right to collective bargaining).

Of employees, minus the civil servants, 72% are covered by some kind of collective agreement.

5.2. Illustrate the relative importance of cross-sector agreements, sectoral agreements 
and single-employer agreements both in terms of:

The percentage of the total number of employees covered;
agreements are an exception. This being said: the cross-sector agreement for temporary agency 
workers (2012) is the largest agreement in terms of employees covered. Company agreements are 
the largest group, with 350, followed by sectoral agreements, 250. In the figures of 2008, with a 
labour force of 6,669,000 employees, around 80% were covered by a collective agreement. Of all 
employees 50% were covered by an extended collective agreement. Around 20% of employees 
were not covered by any agreement.
The existence of centralisation/coordination rules and mechanisms concerning the level of wage 
increases and/or the different topics treated at the various levels (cross-sector, sectoral, and single-
employer levels).
have been coordination mechanisms in place at central level; the social partners in the peak 
organisations have included in their draft labour conditions advice for the negotiating organisations 
on a reasonable wage increase (NL1210019I). The relevance of this advice has diminished 
somewhat in recent years.

5.3a. Is there a practice of extending multi-employer agreements to employers who are 
not affiliated to the signatory employer associations? Does it apply to both cross-sector 
and sectoral agreements?

Yes, it is accepted that multi-employer agreements are extended to employers that are not affiliated to the 
signatory employer associations. Extension of multi-employer agreements applies to both cross-sector and 
sectoral agreements, the sectoral agreements being most important. The sectoral VNG agreement for the local 
government can serve as an example here (see NL1308019Q).

5.3b. If there is a practice of extending collective agreements, is this practice pervasive 
or rather limited and exceptional? Is there any difference between cross-sector and 
sectoral agreements?

This practice is pervasive in the Netherlands.

6. Statutory regulations of representativeness

6a Statutory regulations of representativeness for trade union confederations

6a.1 In the case of the trade union confederations, do statutory regulations exist which establish 
criteria of representativeness which a union confederation must meet, so as to be entitled to conclude 
collective agreements at cross-sector level? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the 
organisations which meet them.

The Social and Economic Council (SER) has drafted a regulation specifying representativeness criteria for social 
partner organisations, including both employer representatives and union confederations. The regulation 
embraces qualitative and quantitative rules. Important key factors include the legal form of the organisations and 
their objectives. In addition, union confederations must have an adequate number of members and be sufficiently 
spread across the country geographically and in relation to its economic sectors (FAQs about the SER, The 
Hague 2012).

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ef/observatories/eurwork/articles/working-conditions-industrial-relations-undefined/union-federation-demands-above-inflation-wage-rise
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ef/observatories/eurwork/articles/working-conditions-industrial-relations-undefined/union-federation-demands-above-inflation-wage-rise
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ef/observatories/eurwork/articles/working-conditions-industrial-relations-undefined/union-federation-demands-above-inflation-wage-rise
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/ef/observatories/eurwork/articles/working-conditions-industrial-relations-undefined/union-federation-demands-above-inflation-wage-rise


6a.2 In the case of the trade union confederations, do statutory regulations exist which establish 
criteria of representativeness which a union confederation must meet, so as to be entitled to be 
consulted in matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies at cross-sector level? If yes, 
please briefly illustrate these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

See 6a.1

6a.3 Are elections for a certain representational body (e.g. works councils) established as criteria for 
trade union representativeness at cross-sector level? If yes, please report the most recent electoral 
outcome for the sector.

No

6b Statutory regulations of representativeness for employer organisations

6b.1 In the case of the employer organisations, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria of 
representativeness which an organisation must meet, so as to be entitled to conclude collective 
agreements at cross-sector level? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the organisations 
which meet them.

The Social and Economic Council (SER) has drafted a regulation specifying representativeness criteria for social 
partner organisations, including both employer representatives and union confederations. The regulation 
embraces qualitative and quantitative rules. Important key factors include the legal form of the organisations and 
their objectives. In addition, employer organisations should have an adequate number of member companies, 
together representing sufficient socio-economic weight (FAQs about the SER/ Veelgestelde vragen over de SER
, The Hague 2012).

6b.2 In the case of the employer organisations, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria of 
representativeness which an organisation must meet, so as to be entitled to be consulted in matters of 
public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies at cross-sector level? If yes, please briefly illustrate 
these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

See 6b.1

6b.3 Are elections for a certain representational body established as criteria for the representativeness 
of employer associations at cross-sector level? If yes, please report the most recent outcome for the 
sector.

No.

7. Commentary

The Dutch industrial relations landscape is densely organised. The national peak organisations play a central role 
in labour regulation via the Labour Foundation. Consultation by the authorities is further guaranteed through 
participation in the tripartite Social Economic Council, the SER. Relations with the government used to be better 
than they have been in the last couple of years. Even so, all institutions are still in place, and can easily take their 
constructive consultation role once again.

Collective bargaining shows the same well-organised picture; 80% of employees is covered by a collective 
agreement. The agreements are concluded – in companies and at sector level - by the union and employer 
organisations affiliated to the six national peak organisations, the topic of this study.

With regard to the density of the organisations, there is on the one hand a well organised employer side – of 
employers 90% is member of one of the three associations. On the other hand density at union side is eroding 
down, from 25% in 2000 to 20% in 2011. The membership base is greying, the influx of younger members is 
stagnating.



The representativeness and thus the legitimacy of the unions can be made into an issue, and in 2011 one 
political party in the Lower House did so. The Minister of Social Affairs defended their representativeness by 
pointing to public support for the system of collective labour agreements. Apart from the fact that around 80% of 
employees is covered by an agreement, research has underscored that a large majority of non-union members 
are satisfied with the system. The same approval has been found among 80% of employers. The Minister 
emphasised the significance of the union federations and defended their role in labour market regulation, as 
being in the end in the interest of all. (Minister Social Affairs in TK 2011-2012, 29544, nr 391)

In industrial relations the issue of representativeness issue does not play an important role. Parties realise their 
mutual dependency; the social partners prefer compromise and consensus to conflict and industrial action. There 
are no jurisdictional disputes.

Marianne Grunell, University of Amsterdam
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